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CEQ was established in the year 2000 with the purpose of providing value-

added, high quality and robust electrical and engineering services. Our high 

standards have remained central to the company’s culture and performance 
ever since. This philosophy has led to long term success and sector 

diversification.  

The company is a leading Australian based electrical engineering and 

contracting company, specialising in the design, delivery and maintenance 

of complex electrical installations.  CEQ is a multi-national company and 

operates across a number of Australian and Asian market sectors.  CEQ 

has evolved with shifting industry expectations, with innovation, technology 

and sustainability at the forefront of our ongoing development. 

As a registered and licenced electrical services provider CEQ provides 

quality electrical solutions to complex commercial and industrial 

requirements.  

CEQ’s clients are its focus and our delivery has been developed to provide 
a streamlined service with expectations at the forefront of our internal and 

external operations.  Each project has been managed with a commitment 

to quality and safety leadership to ensure the best possible outcome.  CEQ’s 
internal culture demands the highest standard of project delivery and its 

completed projects, reputation and long term clientele reflect its status as 

one of the industries most respected operators.  

 

OVERVIEW 



 

  

 

 
  

VISION  

 

 

At the centre of the operation is a commitment to continual 

improvement. CEQ values being a learning organisation and every 

project is an opportunity to expand on our skill sets and abilities. 

CEQ’s vision is to be the preferred provider for complex electrical 

works, across the greater Asia Pacific region.  Through genuine and 

strategic growth, the company will market its services across the 

region, invest in the skilled growth of its employees, maintain its 

reputation for quality and perform consistently against these 

measures.  

CEQ aims to take ‘Brand Australia’ to the world, providing a quality 
service, while making a difference to the infrastructure and technical 

services available to the region in which it operates. 

 



 

  

 

 

  

CEQ’s skilled Australian and UK trained tradespeople are specialists in 

their field and are supported by an administrative and financial team 

originating from experienced and diverse backgrounds.  CEQ’s people 
focus identifies employees with potential at entry level, trains and 

develops their skill sets to CEQ standard, ensuring the client is provided 

only a proven and well executed service delivery. 

CEQ Australia’s Organisational Chart is structured to reflect the levels of 

experience and ability demonstrated by the team it employs.  Headed by 

a Board of Directors with proven ability to exercise due Corporate 

Governance, and implement positive strategic direction, it’s “People First” 
culture is reinforced by focus on employee growth, investment in 

professional development and the provision of real opportunity to 

advance within the company.  Its management acknowledges the 

importance of maintaining a positive work-life balance, and encourages 

staff to accommodate family needs, promoting a more productive, 

motivated and loyal workforce. 

CEQ’s elite operational team, provides advanced skills and abilities in the 

electrical field, and are available to mobilise at short notice, to any location 

worldwide.  These tradespeople are well versed in aligning with local and 

cultural requirements, while acknowledging the needs of the client, 

providing expert advice and solutions, in line with the acknowledged local 

customs.  
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CAPABILITIES



 

  

 
 

CEQ provides end to end electrical and engineering services to the commercial, 

industrial and large scale residential markets.  Having established a reputation for 

practical design and engineering, providing solutions to complex project briefs, and 

executing works at quality surpassing expectations, CEQ is the first choice for 

electrical services across Australia, Asia and the Pacific regions. 

CEQ’s robust diversification showcases our ability to perform at the highest 

standard. The five core areas of business are:  

- Infrastructure Services 

- Food and Beverage 

- Specialty Construction 

- Mechanical Electrical 

- Managed Services 

These select areas represent our core focus and we continuously strive to develop 

each distinct delivery model to reflect the individual needs of our clientele. CEQ 

offers a full-service delivery from concept and design to testing and commissioning.  It’s 

suite of services includes (but is not limited to): 

- Project Management 

- Design 

- MCC manufacturing 

- PLC and SCADA 
Engineering 

- RPEQ Certification 

- Service & Maintenance 

- Electrical Installation 

- MCC Manufacturing 

- Shutdown and 
changeover 
management 

- Automation 

- High Voltage works 

- Cable Management 
Systems 

- Custom Switchboard 
design and manufacture 

- Hazardous Area Works 

- Service and 
Maintenance 

- Lighting Solutions 

- Energy Management 

- MSSB Design and 
Construction 

- Building Management 
Systems 

- Collaborative Bid 
Participation 

- Testing and 
Commissioning 

- Security and Electronics 

  

SERVICES 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CEQ Australia maintains and continuously enhances an Integrated Business 

Management System with the objective of providing consistent processes and 

outcomes in the areas of Health, Safety, Environment and Quality across all its 

projects. 

CEQ maintains management processes in line with governing authorities, to 

ensure that all CEQ Australia staff are committed to the Integrated Business 

Management System requirements through their behaviour and their actions. 

Its management systems have received Third Party Certification from one of the 

world’s leading National Standards Body in QCS.  The company prides itself on 
the quality of the installations consistently delivered. This quality is reinforced from 

positive client testimonial worldwide, and repeat business received post 

successful completion. 

Employees are an integral part of the company’s success. Employees are 

empowered to challenge current thinking and to participate in continuous 

improvement of the management systems, to continually improve the company 

and its reputation. CEQ’s Management Systems are backed by Third Party 

Certification under the Master Electricians Australia banner of “Safety Connect”, 
and accredited to ISA 9001 standards.  



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CEQ's commitment to quality and diverse skill set has led to expansion into the Asian 

construction services market. Beginning in 2015 with the deployment of CEQ’s 
Managed Services team to Papua New Guinea to assist with the completion of the 

Exxon Mobil PNG Head Quarters, CEQ has continued to identify and refine its product 

in the world’s largest services market.  

CEQ believes in "Brand Australia" and its strong link with quality. CEQ's Australian 

trained electrical workers, engineers and project managers have provided the market 

with the high-quality principles CEQ is renowned for in the local industry. In 2016 CEQ 

was contracted to perform works on the Wynn Palace Casino in Macau. CEQ was 

tasked with meeting strict deadlines as well as offering a broad range of services 

including High Voltage, Low Voltage, Controls, BMS, Mechanical Electrical, Security 

and AV. This project tested the application of CEQ in the Asian market, where the 

business model and product preformed with great effect winning the accolades of our 

client and a number of contributing company's. 

CEQ continues to develop and refine the product and now have several full-time 

resources in the Asian market with an established operations base in PNG. CEQ is 

collaborating with several similarly aligned businesses to specifically target the region’s 
most appropriate opportunities.  



  

 

  

  
“The Managed Services concept aligns elite 

electrical tradespeople with challenging project 

situations such as the loss of onsite contractor 

due to insolvency, difficulty in meeting 

demanding deadlines and defects liability 

period assistance.” 
As the Asian construction market continues to lead the globe in growth, 

CEQ’s Managed Services Team, built on the back of almost 20 years of 
project delivery, provides a simple solution to complex electrical services 

problems. CEQ’s Managed Services Team has been developed in order to 
service the Asia Pacific construction industry, with the aim of supporting our 

clients in a period of a project’s peak demand and critical milestone delivery.  

The success of CEQ’s managed services team is built on integration with 

local labour resources and the ability to be able to communicate task 

completion. The effectiveness of this integration is achieved through both 

leadership and education with an emphasis put on collaborating with local 

labour in order to realise the projects maximum potential. 

CEQ’s Managed Services Team provides expert Australian and UK-

trained tradespeople for large scale projects in the Asia pacific region i.e. 

Hong Kong, Macau, India, Fiji and PNG. The team comprises of highly 

experienced trades people and engineers with the ability to deliver critical 

electrical services for any project’s critical path. 
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CEQ Australia’s long and successful history of project delivery has provided 

the ideal foundation for its Mechanical Electrical and BMS team. CEQ 

Australia provides a turnkey delivery model with a focus on quality at a 

premium standard, and encompasses the lifetime of the project ensuring 

clients are serviced from design to commissioning. 

CEQ’s in-house switchboard design and delivery is managed by our team, 

who possess the ability to ensure this critical milestone is handled with care 

and delivered on time.  

The Mechanical Electrical team specialise in early contractor involvement 

by providing design participation and value-added engineering, with the view 

to producing a collaborative and competitive tendering result. The 

Mechanical Electrical team combines CEQ’s history of high quality with the 
unique requirements of this niche industry to provide a premium installation 

and delivery. With a focus on continual learning and development, CEQ 

undertakes comprehensive post-project reviews and implements identified 

efficiencies and quality improvements at every opportunity. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

CEQ's unique and extensive experience in the food and process industry 

has seen works completed for some of the world’s leading food 
organisations. CEQ's ability to perform complex works at the highest calibre 

in critical situations has earned CEQ a reputation for being one of 

Australia’s leading electrical contractors in the food processing industry.  Its 

staff are suitably experienced in the rigours of working in meat abattoirs and 

associated facilities and can provide expert results, irrespective of the size 

of the project or the location. 

 

CEQ offers design assistance and provides full automation and process 

electrical functional design development. CEQ’s in-house engineering and 

automation staff are adept at tailoring complex process solutions to needs 

of its clientele ensuring the best possible product is delivered. 

 



  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

CEQ's Specialty Construction team is a robust, focused and driven 

delivery unit. In the Specialty Construction market the Electrical 

Services Contractors rely on internal leadership and project control to 

work collaboratively with the client to produce high quality installations.  

CEQ has delivered a number of showcase projects such as the Curtis 

Island LNG Permanent buildings, the British American Tobacco 

Sydney facility upgrade and most recently the Queensland Rail Mayne 

Yard Facility and APEC Haus in PNG.  

 

CEQ's strength in delivery has been showcased in each of these 

projects with strict adherence to Safety, Quality and Program 

Management.  Several safety awards were presented to CEQ 

throughout the Curtis Island project as a reflection of our commitment 

to provide a safe work environment as well as embodying the multi-

billion dollar construction project’s site specific safety requirements. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
CEQ offers a premium service in the design and delivery of water treatment, 

waste water and sewerage projects. CEQ’s engineering team can provide expert 

solutions and assist from the early stages of concept design to the delivery and 

commissioning of water infrastructure projects, irrespective of size and 

complexity. CEQ offers full automation services and specialises in PLC 

installation/programming, SCADA network design and implementation.  

Through CEQ Australia’s diversification the Water infrastructure sector has 

developed into one of it’s core business offerings. The Infrastructure Services 

team has grown in size and capability through each complex project establishing 

CEQ as one of the most highly regarded companies in this challenging 

infrastructure discipline.  CEQ’s strength is in the application of a diverse and 
robust delivery model utilising a technical proficiency coupled with expert project 

leadership, delivering a product in line with our client’s expectations. 
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CEQ Mechanical Electrical team were engaged to deliver the 

mech/elec portion of the works for the Buranda Transit Development. 

Stage 1 of the development consists of two mixed use towers 

comprising of student accommodation and retail outlets, located 

between the railway line (to the North) and bus station (to the west). 

The development includes Building 2 (25 storey tower) and Building 3 

(13 storey tower) including approximately 1,610 rooms with their 

associated facilities and landscaped areas. A four level basement to 

accommodate 400 cars, a mixture of retail tenancies at ground and 

lower ground levels and recreation and indoor/outdoor facilities at 

podium levels. The upgrade of infrastructure services and connections 

with neighbouring authorities (including QR, DTMR and Council) 

internally and externally to the site also form part of works. 

The works consists of the complete electrical installation for the air 

conditioning and ventilation systems. CEQ also designed and built the 

mechanical switchboards and control. 



  

 

 

  

CEQ Australia was engaged to provide general light and power 

systems for the extension of the existing Production and Distribution 

facility located in Ipswich, QLD. This included electrical solutions for 

production areas such as Syrup and Post-mix facilities, Flammable and 

Dangerous Goods Storages, as well as services and refurbished office 

spaces. 

 

To accommodate the facility upgrade, the existing site transformer was 

de-commissioned to allow the installation of two 2500A Main 

Switchboards, both being fed from new 1500kVA Transformer’s. The 
existing facility was then re-fed from the upgraded Main Switchboards 

during a programmed, seamless changeover period.  

 

The team were tasked with complying to a challenging program which 

included the minimisation of disturbances to existing operations. CEQ 

liaised with heavily with all services to ensure the integration of the new 

installation was smooth and without disruption.  

 

http://ciproperty.com.au/


  

 

 

 

  The three existing Aeration Blowers in the Secondary Treatment Facility 

at Lower Molonglo Water Quality Control Centre in Canberra, ACT had 

exceeded their economic life. The Project consisted of replacing each 

Blower and associated equipment.  

 

Over four construction stages, the new Blowers were brought into 

commission, all while maintaining redundancy and the critical, 

continuous aeration to the treatment plant. Many challenging system 

cutovers were faced, including a new Fibre Optic Termination Cubicle, 

all having the added pressure of a 45 minute maximum shutdown time 

on the Blower System.  

 

Three new 2500A Switchboards were built by CEQ Australia and shipped 

to Canberra. Each board was fed by a dedicated Transformer via Resin 

Filled 2500A IP Rated Busduct. CEQ Australia was responsible for the 

mechanical and electrical installation and commissioning of the Busduct 

which included lengths up to 60 metres. CEQ Australia worked closely 

with Downer to plan and execute the precision installation of the 

Switchboards and their physical connection to the Busduct.  



  

 

 

  

CEQ Specialty Construction team was deployed to assist Veolia Energy 

in the completion of the Mechanical Electrical, BMS and automated 

control applications of the Ichthy’s Gas Facility after the previously 

engaged contractor went into liquidation. The operation’s facility of the 
gas plant consisted of a range of diverse buildings, including a 

warehouse, hazardous chemical area, cafeteria, research and 

development area, laboratories and the gas plant’s main control room. 
CEQ’s scope of work centred on the control and automation of the 
facility’s mechanical and BMS operations. These works included design, 
switchboards, cabling, testing, device installation, project management 

and commissioning.  All installations were completed to the site 

operator’s (JKC) rigorous mine-specific requirements.  

 

CEQ’s skilled team were able to provide the client the ability to provide 

leadership and direction, to achieve the completion of the project’s critical 
milestones. CEQ is proud to be part of the world’s 4th largest 

construction project. 



  

  

CEQ’s Managed Services Team were contracted to perform task 
novation works on Exxon Mobil’s Papua New Guinea Head Quarters as 
part of their PNG LNG presence in the region.   The building was 

constructed to international standards for energy efficiency and 

environmental management. Features included the use of solar panels 

to supplement gas heating for hot water and motion sensors and timers 

controlling lighting to reduce energy consumption. 

 

CEQ’s Managed Services Team were engaged during the projects final 
stages to assist with expediting the Electrical Services works in order to 

achieve the projects fixed milestones. The team were heavily involved 

with all aspects of the project including: - main switchboard and 

distribution boards, general electrical, energy efficiency works, 

mechanical – electrical, building management systems and exterior 

services. The Managed Services Team performed extremely well in 

demanding conditions and continued to develop our unique managed 

services skills set.    



  

  

CEQ’s Specialty Construction Division was tasked with the electrical 

design, installation and commissioning for the upgrade of the existing QR 

Mayne facility at Bowen Hills, Brisbane.  

 

The works included installation of new 1500kVA Transformer, 4 new 

distribution boards, upgrades to the lighting, power, fire and emergency 

lighting throughout 2 buildings and a new service platform for the safe 

access and egress of the rolling stock. The complex program of works 

required CEQ to demonstrate flexibility whilst completing each section 

and work closely with QR Staff.  

 

The CEQ team performed all works whilst maintaining access for all QR 

employees to allow a seamless integration between the remaining 

service facility and the new installation. 
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